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Capture rate and neutron helicity asymmetry for ordinary muon capture on hydrogen

Shung-ichi Ando,* Fred Myhrer,† and Kuniharu Kubodera‡
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Applying heavy-baryon chiral perturbation theory to ordinary muon capture~OMC! on a proton, we calcu-
late the capture rate and neutron helicity asymmetry up to next-to-next-to-leading order. For the singlet
hyperfine state, we obtain the capture rateG05695 s21 while, for the triplet hyperfine state, we obtain the
capture rateG1511.9 s21 and the neutron asymmetrya150.93. If the existing formalism is used to relate
these atomic capture rates toG liq , the OMC rate in liquid hydrogen, thenG liq corresponding to our improved
values ofG0 andG1 is found to be significantly larger than the experimental value, primarily due to the updated
larger value ofgA . We argue that this apparent difficulty may be correlated to the specious anomaly recently
reported form21p→n1nm1g, and we suggest a possibility to remove these two ‘‘problems’’ simply and
simultaneously by reexamining the molecular physics input that underlies the conventional analysis ofG liq .
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I. INTRODUCTION

Muon capture on a proton is a valuable source of inf
mation aboutgP , the pseudoscalar coupling constant of t
nucleon weak current@1#. One can study two processes, o
dinary muon capture~OMC! and radiative muon captur
~RMC!1:

m21p→nm1n ~OMC!, ~1!

m21p→nm1n1g ~RMC!. ~2!

Heavy-baryon chiral perturbation theory~HBChPT! is well
suited for describing these processes, which involve sm
enough energy-momentum transfers to render the HBC
series rapidly convergent. We report here our HBChPT c
culation for OMC up to next-to-next-to-leading order. T
explain the motivation and significance of our work, we fi
describe briefly the current status of OMC and RMC.

The OMC rate in liquid hydrogen,G liq , has been mea
sured with 5% accuracy@2#:

G liq
exp5460620 @s21#. ~3!

Theoretically, one first calculates the atomic OMC rates fo
proton,G0 andG1, where the suffix ‘‘0’’ ~‘‘1’’ ! refers to the
singlet ~triplet! hyperfine state of the hydrogen atom. T
compare with experiment, one needs a theoretical framew
to relateG0 andG1 to G liq . For convenience, we refer to th
framework as the ‘‘atom-liquid’’ translation formulas. A
great deal of experimental and theoretical effort has b
invested on these translation formulas@3#. In Refs.@1,4#, G0
and G1 were calculated using the phenomenologically p
rametrized weak nucleon form factors with the value ofgP
obtained from the partially conserved axial current~PCAC!.

*Electronic address: sando@nuc003.psc.sc.edu
†Electronic address: myhrer@sc.edu
‡Electronic address: kubodera@sc.edu
1In this article OMC and RMC always refer to capture in a h

drogen target.
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If we combine these estimates with the existing atom-liq
translation formulas, the resultingG liq

th agrees withG liq
exp

within the experimental error@3#. In HBChPT, G0 and G1

were calculated up to next-to-leading order~NLO! by Ber-
nard et al. @5#; it was also reported that a one-loop lev
calculation reproduces the known analytical PCAC corr
tion for gP , see Refs.@6,7#. On the other hand, the precis
empirical determination ofgP is hampered by the 5% erro
in G liq

exp; the sensitivity ofG liq
exp to gP is rather modest becaus

the fixed momentum transfer in OMC (q2520.88mm
2 ) sup-

presses the contribution of thegP term, which contains the
pion-pole structure;1/(q22mp

2 ).
Since RMC is free from this kinematic constraint, it ca

be a more sensitive probe ofgP , despite its extremely smal
branching ratio. A recent TRIUMF experiment succeeded
measuringdGRMC/dEg , the absolute photon spectrum fo
RMC in liquid hydrogen@8,9#. If one uses atomic RMC am
plitudes calculated in the phenomenological minimal co
pling method@10#, and if one adopts the existing atom-liqu
translation formulas, then the observeddGRMC/dEg cannot
be reproduced unlessgP is artificially increased from its
PCAC value by as much as 50%. However, such a la
deviation ofgP from its PCAC value is extremely unlikely
according to an HBChPT calculation@6#. This very astonish-
ing feature reported fordGRMC/dEg motivated reexamina-
tion of the formalism used in Ref.@10# to calculate the RMC
amplitude, and several calculations based on HBChPT h
been carried out@5,11,12#. A next-to-leading order~NLO!
calculation @11# indicates that HBChPT essentially repr
ducesdGRMC/dEg given in Ref. @10#. A next-to-next-to-
leading order~NNLO! calculation @12# has confirmed that
the HBChPT expansion converges rapidly and that loop c
rections todGRMC/dEg are tiny. Furthermore, a recent ca
culation @5# that incorporates the explicitD degrees of free-
dom into a tree-diagram HBChPT calculation suggests
the inclusion of theD modifies the spectrum only by 5%,
result consistent with the earlier finding of Beder and Fear
@13#. This change is not large enough to remove the abo
mentioned anomalousgP value. Thus the systematic analy
ses based on HBChPT strongly indicate that no dra
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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changes in the atomic RMC amplitudes from the exist
estimates should be expected. It then seems likely that
dGRMC/dEg problem is caused by the currently adopt
atom-liquid translation formulas.

Meanwhile, an experiment that uses a hydrogengastarget
to directly measureG0 with 1% accuracy is planned at PS
@14#. The use of the gas target eliminates ambiguities du
the molecular capture processes. The envisaged 1% accu
will significantly increase precision with which the empiric
value ofgP is determined. We note, however, that, to ma
comparison between theory and experiment at the 1% le
the existing estimate ofG0 based on an HBChPT calculatio
up to NLO needs to be improved. First, one must ascer
that the input physical constants such asf p and gA have
sufficient precision. Second, NNLO loop corrections need
be evaluated.2

In this article we present an HBChPT calculation f
OMC up to NNLO in which the influence of uncertainties
the low-energy constants is carefully examined. In addit
to G0 and G1, we calculate the neutron helicity asymmet
~to be defined later!. It is found thatG0 obtained here is
significantly larger than the previous estimates@1,4#, whereas
G1 essentially agrees with the literature values. The lar
value of G0 is primarily due to the updated larger value
gA . A second main point of our paper is to discuss the
servational ramifications of our new estimates. If we use
new values ofG0 andG1 together with the ‘‘standard’’ atom
liquid translation formulas@3#, the resultingG liq

th turns out to
be significantly larger thanG liq

exp in Eq. ~3!, another possible
indication that the existing atom-liquid translation formul
may require reexamination. We shall argue that this di
culty is probably related to the above-mentioned ‘‘anomal
in RMC, and that there is possibility to resolve these t
problems simply and simultaneously by invoking a molec
lar mixing parameter discussed by Weinberg@15#.

II. HEAVY-BARYON CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY
„HBChPT…

HBChPT is a low energy effective field theory of QCD
which has a systematic perturbative expansion in power
Q/Lx , where Q is a small typical four-momentum sca
characterizing a process in question, or the pion massmp ;
Lx is the chiral scale,Lx.4p f p;mN.1 GeV. A typical
scaleQ in muon capture~both OMC and RMC! is the muon
massmm5105.7 MeV, and henceQ/Lx;0.1. One therefore
expects a rapid convergence of relevant chiral perturba
series for muon capture; the explicit HBChPT calculatio
@7,12,16–18# are consistent with this expectation.

The effective chiral Lagrangian is expanded as

L5( Ln̄5L01L11L21••• . ~4!

2The transition amplitude of OMC was calculated in HBChPT
to NNLO by Fearinget al. @17#, but the capture rate was not ex
plicitly given in that work.
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The subscriptn̄ denotes the order of terms,n̄5d1n/222,
wheren is the number of nucleon lines andd the number of
derivatives or powers ofmp involved in a vertex. The terms
relevant to our calculation are

L05N̄@ iv•D12igAS•D#N1 f p
2 TrS 2D•D1

x1

4 D , ~5!

L15
1

2mN
N̄@~v•D !22D212gA$v•D,S•D%

2 i ~11b5!@Sa,Sb# f ab
1 #N, ~6!

L25
1

~4p f p!2
N̄@c3va@Db, f ab

1 #1c13gASa@Db, f ab
2 #

1 ic14gASa@Da ,x2##N1L1/m
N
2 , ~7!

whereL1/m
N
2 is the 1/mN

2 Lagrangian given in Ref.@12#. Fur-

thermore

Dm5]m1Gm , ~8!

Gm5
1

2
@j†,]mj#2

i

2
j†Fm

Rj2
i

2
jFm

L j†,

Fm
R,L5

tW

2
•~vW m6aW m!, ~9!

Dm5
1

2
$j†,]mj%2

i

2
j†Fm

Rj1
i

2
jFm

L j†, ~10!

f mn
6 5

1

2
~j†Fmn

R j6jFmn
L j†!,

Fmn
R,L5]mFn

R,L2]nFm
R,L2 i @Fm

R,L ,Fn
R,L#, ~11!

x65j†xj†6jx†j, x5mp
2 , j5exp~ i tW•pW /2f p!.

~12!

In these expressionsvW m andaW m are the isovector vector an
axial-vector external fields, respectively;vm5(1,0W ) is the
velocity four vector, andSm5(0,sW /2) is the nucleon spin
operator. We ignore the isospin breaking effect and usemN
5(mp1mn)/2 as the nucleon mass.3 Our effective Lagrang-
ian contains thelow energy constants~LEC’s!, b5 , c3 , c13,
andc14.4 The LEC’s,b5 , c13, andc14, are finite constants

3In calculating the transition amplitudes we ignore isospin bre
ing but, in evaluating the phase space, we do retain the neut
proton mass difference~see later!.

4Our notations for the LEC’s are different from those in Ref.@16#.
The relations between them are

b55c6 , c35B10, c1352~4p f p!2B24/gA , c145B23.
3-2
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fixed by experiments. To one-loop order,b55kV

1gA
2mpmN/4p f p

2 , wherekV 53.706 is the isovector anoma
lous magnetic moment. The constantc13 is fixed by the mean
square axial radius deduced from~anti! neutrino-proton scat-
tering, ^r A&50.65 fm @19#; its numerical value isc13
5(4p f p)2(^r A&2/3)54.88. The parameterc14 is fixed by the
Goldberger-Treiman~GT! discrepancy defined by

DGT[12
gAmN

f pgpN
52

2mp
2

~4p f p!2
c14, ~13!

wheregpN is thepNN coupling constant. The one-loop dia
grams are renormalized byc3. Integrating ind5422e di-
mension, we have

c352
1

6
~115gA

2 !R1c3
R , with R5

1

e
112g1 ln

4pm2

mp
2

,

~14!

whereg50.5772 . . . , and themass scalem is a parameter in
dimensional regularization. Note that we includem into c3

R to
avoid them dependence in the amplitudes. The parametec3

R

is fixed by the empirical radius of the isovector Dira
form factor ^r 1

V&250.585 fm2 @20#. Thus, from ^r 1
V&2/6

5c3
R/@(4p f p)2#2(117gA

2)/96p2f p
2 , we deducec3

R55.39
~5.42! with gA51.26 ~1.267!.

III. ATOMIC OMC RATES AND NEUTRON HELICITY
ASYMMETRY: FORMALISM

The OMC process is effectively described by the curre
current interaction. Thus the transition amplitude reads

M f i5
GmVud

A2
LaJa, ~15!

whereGmVud[Gb is the Fermi constant,La is the leptonic
weak current, andJa is the nucleon weak current. The lep
tonic current is simply given byLa5ūnga(12g5)um ,
whereasJa is a much more complex object reflecting hadr
dynamics. Here we evaluateJa in HBChPT up to NNLO
~one-loop! chiral order.

Since in HBChPT the nucleon currentJa is expanded in
terms of 1/mN , it is convenient to writeJa in the Pauli-
spinor form. The time and spatial components of the nucl
currentJa5JV

a2JA
a are written as

JV
0~q!5 f 1

V~q!, JWV~q!5 isW 3q̂ f 2
V~q!1q̂ f 3

V~q!, ~16!

JA
0~q!5sW •q̂ f 3

A~q!, JWA~q!5sW f 1
A~q!1q̂~sW •q̂! f 2

A~q!,
~17!

where we have suppressed the initial- and final-nucl
spinors as well as the common factor 2mN . The form fac-
tors, f i

V and f i
A ( i 51,2,3), introduced here may be referre

to as the nonrelativistic~NR! form factors. The relations be
tween the NR form factors and thestandard relativistic
01520
t-

n

n

nucleon weak form factors are given in the Appendix. No
that f 1

V and f 3
V are in fact related by current conservation.

The NR form factors calculated up to one-loop order
HBChPT read

f 1
V511

c3
R

~4p f p!2
q22

1117gA
2

18~4p f p!2
q21

1

4mN
2 S 2

3

2
1kVDq2

1
1

~4p f p!2 F2

3
~112gA

2 !mp
2 2

115gA
2

6
q2G f 0~q!, ~18!

f 2
V5F 1

2mN
~11kV!1

gA
2

64p f p
2 mp

q2

1S gA

4p f p
D 2 p~4mp

2 2q2!

4mp
m0~q!G uqW u, ~19!

f 3
V5

uqW u
2mN

, ~20!

f 1
A5gAF11S c13

2~4p f p!2
2

1

8mN
2 D q2G , ~21!

f 2
A5gAF c13

2~4p f p!2
1Dp~q!S 12

2mp
2 c14

~4p f p!2
1

q2

8mN
2 D G uqW u2,

~22!

f 3
A5

gA

2mN
~12Dp~q!q2! uqW u, ~23!

where Dp(q)215(q22mp
2 )21 is the renormalized pion

propagator, and the one-loop functions are given by

f 0~q!5E
0

1

dx ln@12x~12x!q2/mp
2 #, ~24!

m0~qW !512E
0

1

dx
1

A11x~12x!qW 2/mp
2

. ~25!

The total OMC rate from a muonic hydrogen atom in
hyperfine stateS is given as

TABLE I. Numerical values of the OMC form factors in Eqs
~16! and ~17!, calculated for each chiral order with the use ofgA

51.267 andgpN513.4.

f 1
V f 2

V f 3
V f 1

A f 2
A f 3

A

LO 1.000 0 0 1.267 20.426 0
NLO 0 0.248 0.053 0 0 0.045
NNLO 20.030 20.004 0 20.021 0.006 0

Total 0.970 0.244 0.053 1.24620.419 0.045
3-3
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TABLE II. Comparison of calculated atomic OMC rates.G0 (G1) is the capture rate@in s21] for the initial
singlet ~triplet! hyperfine state. The entries for the columns labeled ‘‘This work~NNLO!’’ and ‘‘This work
~NLO!’’ have been obtained with the use ofgA 5 1.267 andgpN513.4.

This work This work Bernardet al. @26# Bernardet al. @5# Primakoff @1# Opat @4#

~NNLO! ~NLO! ~NNLO! ~NLO!

G0 695 722 687.4 711 664620 634
G1 11.9 12.2 12.9 14.0 11.960.7 13.3
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GS5K•

1

2S11 (
Sz ,h

uM ~h;S,Sz!u2, ~26!

with

K[
ufm~0!u2

16pmmmp
S En

En1Amn
21En

2D . ~27!

The helicity amplitudeM (h;S,Sz) in Eq. ~26! is specified by
the final neutron helicityh (h5L, R), the initial hyperfine
spin S, and itsz component,Sz . In Eq. ~27!, En is the final
neutrino energy given by5

En5
~mm1mp!22mn

2

2~mm1mp!
599.15 @MeV#. ~28!

The factorfm(0) appearing inK is the value at the origin o
the radial wave function for them2-p ground state; thus
ufm(0)u25(amm

r )3/p, wherea is the fine structure constan
andmm

r 5mmmp /(mm1mp).
When the neutron helicity is monitored, we define t

neutron helicity asymmetry as

aS5
GS~L !2GS~R!

GS~L !1GS~R!
, ~29!

where GS(L) @GS(R)# is the rate of OMC from an initial
atomic spin state,S, leading to a final left-handed~right-
handed! neutron.6

In calculating the capture rates for different neutron h
licities, it is convenient to choose the direction of the emitt
neutrino as thez axis. In general there are eight helici
amplitudes, but with this particular choice we have on
three nonzero amplitudes. They are

M ~L;0,0!5
b

A2
~ f 1

V12 f 2
V1 f 3

V13 f 1
A1 f 2

A1 f 3
A!, ~30!

M ~L;1,0!5
b

A2
~ f 1

V22 f 2
V1 f 3

V2 f 1
A1 f 2

A1 f 3
A!, ~31!

M ~R;1,21!5b~ f 1
V1 f 3

V2 f 1
A2 f 2

A2 f 3
A!, ~32!

5See footnote 3.
6Thus, if the neutron helicity is not monitored,GS5GS(L)

1GS(R).
01520
-
d

where b[4GbmNAmmEn. Correspondingly, we have

G0(L)5K uM (L;0,0)u2, G0(R)50,G1(L)5K 1
3 uM (L;1,0)u2,

andG1(R)5K 1
3 uM (R;1,21)u2.

IV. ATOMIC OMC RATES AND NEUTRON HELICITY
ASYMMETRY: NUMERICAL RESULTS

As emphasized above, at the level of precision of o
concern, we need to be particularly careful about the ac
racy of the input physical parameters. The most upda
value ofGb is Gb /A250.803060.000831025 GeV22. For
gA andgpN , we use as the standard valuesgA51.267 @21#
andgpN513.4.

Since the momentum transfer for OMC is fixed, we c
culate the NR form factors foruqW u5En and q25mm

2

22mmEn . The results for each order of HBChPT expansi
are given in Table I. The table clearly shows that the ch
perturbation series converges very rapidly. As for t
helicity-dependent amplitudes, we obtain

M ~L;0,0!53.45b, M ~L;1,0!520.77b,

M ~R;1,21!50.15b. ~33!

In Table II we give our numerical results for the atom
capture rates,G0 andG1, along with HBChPT calculations o
Bernard et al. @5,26#. The second column labeled ‘‘Thi
work’’ represents the results obtained in our NNLO calcu
tion. Comparing this column with the third column that giv
the results of our NLO calculation, we note that the NNL
corrections decreaseG0 significantly~3.9%!. Thus it is clear
that, in order to achieve theoretical precision that matc
the 1% accuracy of the planned PSI experiment onG0 @14#,
one must take into account the NNLO terms.

We now turn to comparison with the other calculatio
quoted in Table II. The estimates of Primakoff@1# and Opat
@4# are based on the phenomenological parametrization
the weak nucleon current withgP fixed at its PCAC value;
Primakoff retained the relativistic kinematics, whereas O
used a nonrelativistic expansion of the amplitudes in term
1/mN . Bernardet al.’s results come from an NLO calcula
tion @5# and an NNLO calculation@26#. The results of the
two NNLO calculations, the second and fourth columns
Table II, exhibit a 1% difference. Bernardet al. used a dif-
ferent value ofgA (gA51.26). They also expanded the pha
space and atomic wave function in Eq.~27! in powers of
mm /mN . For the sake of comparison, suppose that, in
NNLO calculation we apply expansion ofmm /mN to the
3-4
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phase space, while keeping the exact atomic wave func
but ignoring neutron-proton (n-p) mass difference. ThenG0

calculated up to 1/mN
2 would becomeG

0
1/mN

2

5708 s21, which
is to be compared withG05 695 s21 in Table II. If we
expand both phase space and wave function, ignoringn-p

mass difference, we obtainG
0
1/mN

2

5705 s21. The different
1/mN expansion schemes show only a tiny numerical diff
ence, but, the rates in both cases are enhanced by;2%
compared with the exact phase space case. This is du
ignoring the nucleon mass difference; the rate is proportio
to En

2 andEn increases by 1% when then-p mass difference
is ignored. In the present work we retain the exact final ph
space and atomic wave function;7 viz., we apply HBChPT
expansion only to the transition amplitudes. On the ot
hand, the 1% difference between the two NNLO calculatio
in Table II may stem from differences in input parameters
well.

According to Table II,G0’s calculated in HBChPT~our
present result and those of Bernardet al.! have significantly
larger values than the earlier theoretical estimates. Thi
primarily due to the fact that the modern HBChPT calcu
tions employ an updated value ofgA , which is larger than
the older values. Primakoff@1# usedgA51.24, while Opat
@4# usedgA51.22. In order to illustrate the sensitivity of ou
results to the input physical parameters, we show in Table
the values ofG0 andG1 corresponding to different values o
gA and gpN ; the LEC c14, which is determined bygA and
gpN via Eq. ~13!, is also listed. As can be seen from the la
four rows in the table, for a given value ofgA , variations in
gpN causes only minor changes in the capture rates; e
though these variations lead to a difference of a factor of;3
in c14, the corresponding changes in the rates in the last
rows are modest; 1.3% forG0 and 2.5% forG1. Thus the
most crucial input parameter here isgA .

Finally we discuss the helicity asymmetry. Due to theV
2A weak interaction the final neutron is purely left hand
when an initial atomic state is in the hyperfine singlet st
(S50); thus we havea051 as a trivial identity. For the
initial hyperfine triplet state (S51), the final neutron can

7We do not, however, include the finite-nucleon-size effect on
atomic wave function; this effect is known to reduce the capt
rate by;0.4%, see, e.g., Appendix 1 in Ref.@22#.

TABLE III. The LEC c14, atomic capture ratesG0 and G1

@s21#, and the neutron helicity asymmetrya1, calculated in HB-
ChPT up to NNLO for various choices ofgA andgpN .

gA gpN c14 G0 G1 a1

1.22 13.40 22.59 656 11.3 0.865
1.24 13.40 22.07 672 11.6 0.893
1.26 13.40 21.54 689 11.9 0.918
1.26 13.05 20.65 692 11.6 0.927
1.267 13.40 21.36 695 11.9 0.925
1.267 13.05 20.47 698 11.7 0.934
01520
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have both left- and right-handed helicity components, a
thereforea1 can have a nontrivial value; our calculatio
givesa150.925. Thus almost all outgoing neutrons are p
larized left handedly, a result consistent with Weinberg’s o
servation@15#.

V. OMC RATES FOR LIQUID HYDROGEN TARGETS

As mentioned, in order to relate theoretical estimates
the atomic OMC rates to the capture rate measured in liq
hydrogen, one needs~in our terminology! the ‘‘atom-liquid’’
translation formulas. We briefly describe here the atomic a
molecular physics input that underlies these formulas.
muon stopped in liquid hydrogen quickly forms a muon
atom (m-p) in its Bohr orbit. The atomic hyperfine triple
state (S51) is rapidly transformed into the singlet state (S
50); this hyperfine transition rate is known to bel10.1.7
31010 s21 @3#, indeed a very large value. A muonic ato
and a hydrogen molecule collide with each other to form ap-
m-p molecule, predominantly in its ortho state~with the two
proton spins parallel to each other!. Let lppm be the rate of
transition from the atomic hyperfine singlet state to the or
p-m-p molecular state. Meanwhile, the orthop-m-p molecu-
lar state decays to the lower-lying parap-m-p molecular
state. Letlop stand for this decay rate. Taking into accou
these atomic and molecular processes, one relatesG liq , the
OMC capture rate in liquid hydrogen, to the atomic captu
rates (G0 andG1) via the formula@3#

G liq5
l0

l01lppm
G01

lppm

l01lppm

l0

l01lop
S Gom1Gpm

lop

l0
D ,

~34!

where l0 is the muon decay rate,l050.4553106 s21. In
this equationGom (Gpm) represents the rate of muon captu
from the ortho~para! p-m-p molecular state. These rates a
usually calculated using the formula

Gom52gOS 3

4
G01

1

4
G1D , Gpm52gPS 1

4
G01

3

4
G1D .

~35!

The factors 2gO and 2gP account for modifications of the
muon wave function as it changes from the atomic Bo
orbit to the p-m-p molecular state; according to Ref.@3#,
2gO51.009 and 2gP51.143. The validity of Eq.~35! will
be discussed later in the text.

As for lppm , there are several conflicting experiment
results, see, e.g., Ref.@14#. We quote here the lowest an
highest reported values:lppm

exp 51.8960.203106 s21, and
lppm

exp 52.7560.253106 s21. The current theoretical estimat
lppm

th 51.83106 s21 lies near the lower edge of the lowe
experimental value, which is a rather uncomfortable sit
tion. Furthermore, the current experimental and theoret
values forlop do not agree with each other:lop

exp54.161.4
3104 s21 @23# and lop

th 57.161.23104 s21 @3#. Thus it
seems fair to say that the existing ‘‘atom-liquid’’ formula

e
e

3-5
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are not totally free from uncertainties and that these amb
ities can affect our interpretation of the OMC rate in liqu
hydrogen.

In the following we use forlppm the value adopted in Ref
@3#, lppm52.53106 s21; for lop , we use two representativ
values:lop

th andlop
exp. Using the OMC rates of Primakoff in

Table II and lop
th , Bakalov et al. @3# obtained G liq5490

610 s21, in good agreement with the data,G liq
exp5460620

s21. However, if we use the values ofG0 andG1 obtained in
our NNLO-HBChPT calculation together withlop

th , then Eq.
~34! gives a much larger rate,G liq5518 s21. If we adopt
lop5lop

exp, G liq becomes even larger:G l iq5532 s21. Thus
the use of the updated values ofG0 andG1 as obtained here
in combination with the commonly used ‘‘atom-liquid tran
lation formulas’’ spoils the previously reportedgoodagree-
ment betweenG liq

th andG liq
exp. So, in addition to the problem o

the RMC photon spectrum discussed in the Introduction,
other serious problem seems to be lurking in the OMC s
tor.

VI. A MIXING MOLECULAR PARAMETER TO FIT THE
OMC AND RMC DATA

In view of the fact that these two problems occur in t
experiments involving liquid hydrogen targets, it seems
interest and of importance to reexamine the reliability of
formulas hitherto used in the literature to relate the atom
capture rates toG liq . Although a thorough investigation o
this issue is beyond the scope of this article, we wish
discuss here a particular aspect of molecular physics in
which seems relevant to the present issue but so far has
been fully examined. Taking up an early observation ma
by Weinberg@15#, consider the possibility that in liquid hy
drogen two ortho molecularp-m-p spin states,Spmp51/2
and 3/2 may be populated. If this indeed happens,Gom in Eq.
~35! should be replaced with

Gom8 5j Gom~1/2!1~12j!Gom~3/2!, ~36!

FIG. 1. The RMC photon spectrum,dGRMC /dEg . The solid line
labeled ‘‘1.5PCAC’’ is the result one would obtain from Fearing
model if the value ofgP is assumed to be 1.5 times the standa
PCAC value. The other curves represent the results of NNL
HBChPT calculations withj51.0, 0.9, and 0.8.
01520
u-

n-
c-

f
e
c

o
ut
ot
e

where Gom(1/2)5Gom of Eq. ~35! and Gom(3/2)52gOG1.
According to Weinberg@15#, the mixing parameterj can be
in the range of 0.5<j<1. Only theoretical estimates ofj
exist, and its literature value isj.1 @24,3#; to our knowl-
edgej has never been measured experimentally. To st
the consequences ofjÞ1, we have calculatedG liq with the
use of Eqs.~34!–~36!, for several values ofj. ForG0 andG1
we have used the results of our NNLO calculation while
lop we have considered the two representative values
cussed above:lop

th andlop
exp. The results are shown in Tabl

IV. The table indicates that, if 0.8<j<0.9, the theoretical
and experimental values ofG liq are in good agreement.8

We next argue that the introduction ofj in this range
leads to resolution of the RMC problem as well. We fir
remark that Eqs.~34!–~36!, can be used, mutatis mutandi
for RMC as well, in particular, for calculation o
dGRMC/dEg , the photon spectrum for RMC in liquid hydro
gen. With the atomic RMC transition amplitudes previous
obtained in a NNLO-HBChPT calculation@12#, we have
evaluateddGRMC/dEg for various values ofj; the other
atomic and molecular population parameters are kept fixe
the values used in Ref.@9#: 6.1% atomic hyperfine single
state, 85.4% orthop-m-p state and 8.5% parap-m-p state.
The results are shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line~lowest
curve! represents the no-mixing case,j51, which corre-
sponds todGRMC/dEg obtained in Ref.@12#. For compari-
son, we also show in the figure~the solid line! the result
obtained in a modified version of the Fearing model@10#
whereingP is taken to be 1.5 times the PCAC value. Th
line represents the best fit curve to the observeddGRMC/dEg
in the analysis reported in Refs.@8,9#. One can see from the
figure thatj in the range of 0.8–0.9 leads to a photon sp
trum that is satisfactorily close to the ‘‘observed’’ spectru
~solid line! for Eg>60 MeV.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have considered in our HBChPT calculation up
NNLO contributions. Some remarks on possible higher or
effects are in order here. As discussed in Ref.@5#, a one-loop

8If one replaces Eq.~34! with an older and simpler ‘‘atom-liquid’’
formula of Ref.@23#, the OMC data can be fit withj51, and the
RMC data withj.0.95 within the framework of an NLO-HBChPT
calculation, see Ref.@26#.

-

TABLE IV. The OMC rate in liquid hydrogen,G liq @s21#, cal-
culated for five different values of the molecular mixing parame
j, Eq. ~36!, and for two typical choices~explained in the text! of
lop , the ortho-to-para transition rate in ap-m-p molecule. The
second~third! row corresponds to the use oflop

th 57.13104 s21

(lop
exp54.13104 s21).

j 1.0 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80

G liq(lop
th ) 518 499 480 461 442

G liq(lop
exp) 532 512 492 472 452
3-6
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diagram in N3LO which contains a vertex with the anom
lous magnetic moment,kVmm /mN;0.5, can be comparabl
in size to the NNLO diagrams. This means that the corr
tion to the capture rate due to the N3LO terms may reach the
1–2 % level. Thus, for a more precise theoretical predict
of the OMC rates, it can in principle be important to inclu
the N3LO corrections, although the existing uncertainty
the values ofgA andgpN may not warrant the effort. More
over, at the level of N3LO, the isospin breaking effects a
well as QED corrections@25# are expected to give sizabl
contributions.

In conclusion, we have carried out a HBChPT calculat
of the atomic OMC rates to next-to-next-to-leading ord
Our result indicates that, once the measurement of
hyperfine-singlet atomic OMC rate reaches 1% accuracy
envisaged in a PSI experiment, theoretical predictions ba
on HBChPT must include at least NNLO corrections. F
thermore, we have shown that both the OMC rate and
RMC photon energy spectrum measured in liquid hydrog
can be reproduced by introducing the molecular mixing
rameterj in the range ofj;0.8–0.9. It seems interesting t
examine whether this range ofj is realistic.

Finally, we have shown that the neutron helicity asymm
try for OMC from a hyperfine triplet state is;93%.
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APPENDIX

Assuming the absence of the second-class current,
can express the nucleon vector and axial currents in term
four form factors:

JV
a5ūn~p8!FGV~q!ga1GM~q!

isabqb

2mN
Gup~p!, ~A1!

JA
a5ūn~p8!FGA~q!gag51GP~q!

qb

mm
g5Gup~p!, ~A2!

where GV(q), GM(q), GA(q), and GP(q) are the vector,
weak-magnetism, axial-vector, and pseudoscalar form fac
respectively;q5p82p and up (un) is the Dirac spinor for
the proton~neutron!. These standard relativistic form facto
are related to the NR form factors,f i

V’s and f i
A’s, defined in

Eq. ~17!. Up to O(1/mN
2 )

f 1
V5GV~q!S 12

q2

8mN
2 D 1

q2

4mN
2

GM~q!,

f 2
V5

1

2mN
@GV~q!1GM~q!#uqW u, f 3

V5
1

2mN
GV~q!uqW u,

f 1
A5GA~q!S 12

q2

8mN
2 D , f 2

A52
GP~q!

2mmmN
S 11

q2

8mN
2 D uqW u2,

f 3
A5

1

2mN
S GA~q!1

GP~q!q2

2mmmN
D uqW u.
ys.

ys.
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